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1 Introduction

More and more Knowledge Graphs are generated for private, e.g. Siri⁷, Alexa⁸, or public use, e.g. DBpedia⁹, Wikidata¹⁰. While techniques to automatically generate Knowledge Graphs from existing Web objects exist (i.e. scraping Web tables), the majority is typically generated by transforming the content of existing datasets in different heterogeneous formats (e.g. RDB, CSV, XML, etc).

Initially, generating Knowledge Graphs from existing datasets was considered an engineering task. However, different scientific methods recently emerged. Lately, declarative methods (in the form of mapping languages) for describing rules to generate Knowledge Graphs and separate approaches and tools to execute those rules (so-called processors according to R2RML W3C recommendation) emerged. Addressing the challenges related to Knowledge Graphs generation requires well-funded research, including the investigation of concepts and development of tools and methods for their evaluation.

R2RML was recommended by W3C in 2012, and since then, different generalizations, extensions and alternatives were proposed, as well as processors for different languages’ execution: RML [1], KR2RML [2], xR2RML [3], R2RML-F [4],
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⁷ https://www.apple.com/siri/
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and RMLC-iterator [5]. Certain approaches followed the *ETL-like paradigm*, e.g., R2RMLParser[11] [6], RMLMapper[12], RMLStreamer[13] [7] and CARML[14], while others the *query-answering paradigm*, e.g. Ultrawrap [8], Morph[15] [9], Sparqlify[16] [10], Ontop[17] [11], and morph-xR2RML [12]. Besides R2RML-based extensions, alternative approaches were proposed, e.g. SPARQL-Generate [13].

With the constant advancements in KG building, the size of Knowledge Graphs (KG) has reached a scale where centralized approaches for analytics are no longer feasible. Additionally, the ability to ingest heterogeneous data into KGs has opened novel challenges of scalable learning from this data. While the data within KGs can be transformed and preprocessed to be ingested by traditional learning algorithms, e.g. using Kernels or Propositionalization approaches, this requires additional computation and potentially loses the semantic information. It is, therefore, desirable to develop “scalable” approaches that exploit the semantic information contained in these KGs and present insightful analytical results. Recent technological advancements in distributed in-memory processing frameworks e.g. Apache Spark[18], Apache Flink[19] have made it easier to perform distributed computing using their specialised data structures. However, these, and many other such frameworks are not specialised to handle KGs and it remains challenging to perform “distributed analytics on semantic knowledge graphs”. There is a strong need to bridge this gap and develop scalable and distributed analytics that make use of partial data, and at the same time exploit the semantic relationships to develop semantic-aware models for analysing KGs and data represented as RDF. The first Workshop on "Large Scale RDF Analytics (LASCAR)”, has served as a platform to present and discuss the challenges and outcomes of distributed RDF processing and analytics.

### 2 The Knowledge Graph Building Workshop

The objective of organizing Knowledge Graph Building (KGB) was to provide a venue for scientific discourse, systematic analysis and rigorous evaluation of languages, techniques and tools for generating knowledge graphs, as well as practical and applied experiences and lessons-learnt from generating knowledge graphs in academia and industry. This workshop had special focus on Mapping Languages.

The Knowledge graph Building workshop was a full-day workshop that took place on 3rd June 2019 in Portoroz, Slovenia. KGB was co-located with the 16th Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC2019).
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11 https://github.com/nkons/r2rml-parser  
12 https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java  
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19 https://flink.apache.org/
Dr Mariano Rodriguez-Muro\textsuperscript{20}, Ontologist in the Knowledge Graph Schema team of Google, was the keynote speaker. He delivered an inspiring talk on Knowledge Graphs, Information Extraction, Machine Learning, Logics etc.

The workshop followed an open review process. The papers were submitted to a dedicated page of Open Review which is available at https://openreview.net/group?id=eswc-conferences.org/ESWC/2019/Workshop/KGB. This way, not only the papers, but also the reviews and potential discussions are open.

In total, the workshop received seven papers, six of which were accepted for presentation and five to be included in the proceedings. The workshop, as it aimed, received papers both from industry and academia.

The workshop was organized in a series of four sessions. There were three sessions with paper presentations, each one followed by a discussion slot around the presented topics, while a session was dedicated to the keynote. The first session was dedicated on knowledge graphs generation and consisted of two in use and one research paper, the second session was dedicated to the keynote, while the third session on position papers. The fourth session was dedicated to implementations, applications and demos. It consisted of a paper presenting a new tool which was followed by spontaneous tools presentations.

The following papers were presented at the workshop:

- Building Knowledge Graphs from Survey Data: A Use Case in the Social Sciences [14]
- Building a Knowledge Graph for Products and Solutions in the Automation Industry [15]
- Leveraging Ontologies for Knowledge Graph Schemas [16]
- Mapping languages: analysis of comparative characteristics [17]
- RocketRML - A NodeJS implementation of a use-case specific RML mapper [18]

The workshop was accompanied with the launch of the new W3C community group on Mapping Languages and Knowledge Graphs generation. More information about the Knowledge Graph construction working group is available at https://www.w3.org/community/kg-construct/.
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3 The Large Scale RDF Analytics Workshop

LASCAR, the workshop on Large Scale RDF Analytics was held as a part of ESWC -19. LASCAR invited papers covering the recent advancements to deal with the enormous growth of linked data. Olivier Curé from the Université Paris-Est Marne-la-vallée gave a keynote entitled “Analytical processing and reasoning in RDF stores”. He explained why RDF database management is more an OLAP than an OLTP market. Three papers were accepted for the presentation in this half-day workshop. “Extending LiteMat toward RDFS++” [19] discussed an interesting encoding scheme for RDF data to support inferences based on RDFS and the owl:sameAs property, which is used in a distributed knowledge graph data management system. LiteMat proposes a simple dictionary look-up at query run-time. The details of the distributed implementation and efficiency of the encoding and query processing approaches over large synthetic datasets was discussed. The paper on “Enforceable Usage Policies for Industry 4.0” [20] discussed the use-control of business-critical in companies. It discussed that for an effective protection, both access and usage control enforcement is necessary for organizing Industry 4.0 collaboration networks. Formalized and machine-readable policies are a fundamental building block to achieve the needed trust level for real data-driven collaborations. Based on the experiences from the specification of the International Data Spaces Usage Control Language, the necessary implications and research gaps towards automatically monitored and enforced policies were outlined and necessary activities were presented. Sameh Mohamed presented “Unsupervised Hierarchical Grouping of Knowledge Graph Entities” [21] by describing a new unsupervised approach that learns to categorise entities into a hierarchy of named groups by effectively learning entity groups using a scalable procedure in noisy and sparse datasets. The authors have also published the collection of the group hierarchies.
The panel discussion in LASCAR was chaired by a group of experts including Prof. Dr. Olivier Curé from the University of Paris-Est Marne la Vallée (UPEM), Prof. Dr. Jens Lehmann from the University of Bonn, and Dr. Maria Maleshkova from the University of Bonn. The interesting discussion covered the topics such as availability of large scale RDF data, challenges in RDF data distribution, and complexity of tasks like inference and analytics. The audience also participated in the discussions and asked questions to the panel members. LASCAR was successful in attracting approximately 30 participants.
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